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1 About Us
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The NowMeta token ($NMETA) is based on the Binance Smart Chain and one of the first Metaverse 

tokens offering individuals opportunities to create in this emerging space. This white paper is 

subject to change due to changes in the Metaverse, as we find new ways to innovate and bring more 

value to NMETA holders.





NowMeta will carve out a unique path in the Metaverse, aiming to develop a platform that competes 

at the highest level in the market. 
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Our Mission2

Our main goal is to bring diverse entrepreneurial opportunities, creating a fire trade market for the 

NowMeta investors by leveraging other top stakeholders in the industry. NowMeta is further 

enriching Metaverse coin holders by opening opportunities for staking, liquidity, and diverse 

returns in the Metaverse. NowMeta investors will gain access to high-level networking portals and 

bring real-world, measurable change to their lives.





NowMeta is a deconstruction of hegemonic barriers to entry in the marketplace. We plan to develop 

NMETA to be the most streamlined and accessible coin across any decentralized application (Dapp) 

in the Metaverse.

http://nowmeta.io/
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NowMeta will build mutually beneficial partnerships with other projects in the Metaverse to give 

NMETA holders more entrepreneurial and investment freedom. NowMeta will develop a social media 

platform for investors to connect, share ideas and communicate directly with experienced investors 

and entrepreneurs in the emerging economy. 





In implementing this exclusive network, we will include opportunities for NowMeta to gain high-level 

training and development with experts in the space. NowMeta will allow entrepreneurs, angel 

investors, creators, and individuals across all industries will build and innovate together in the 

Metaverse and beyond. 





NowMeta is actively seeking ways to make it easy for holders to automatically earn tokens. We will 

release more information about this soon. NowMeta will also advance into staking to create passive 

earning opportunities and residual income for NMETA holders.


With our tokenomics, 4% of transaction fees will be added to the NowMeta Future Vault to provide 

loans and grants to advance the bright minds of the NowMeta community in the metaverse.



As the NowMeta coin evolves in the metaverse industry as a non-mintable coin, burning will be done 

on a regular basis based on our discretion.


3 Reliability & Security

NowMeta is building a foundation where users are in control of their data, identity and destiny.



NowMeta leverages the Binance Smart Chain to provide high-speed, secure, and transparent 

blockchain-based transactions. NowMeta values privacy and we ensure that all user information will 

not be sold or shared with any third party without your consent.

http://nowmeta.io/
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With the change in technology and demand for access, NowMeta will act as a launchpad, incubator, 

and vendor for future entrepreneurs to grow and develop their ideas.

4.1 - 3.0 Development

4.1.1 - Entrepreneur Development

NowMeta will lead the way in the Web3 space by creating opportunities for entrepreneurs, providing tools, and offering 

services for seamless creation.

4.1.2 - Collaborative Enterprises / Sole Proprietorship

NowMeta will develop networking platforms facilitating different collaborative opportunities for entrepreneurs in the Metaverse.

4.1.3 - Virtual Real Estate 

NowMeta will purchase real estate across key metaverse platforms to advance the project and showcase the ideas, products, 

and developments of NowMeta users, such as:



We will be hosting multiple collaborative events such as award shows to recognize the impact of NowMeta investors in the 

Metaverse industry.


-	Wearables -	NFT art show -	Education -	Lectures -	Pop-Ups



4.1.4 - Blockchain Architecture

NowMeta will utilize blockchain technology to innovate and bring to fruition each core project, ensure financial stability and 

security, and streamline ubiquitous accessibility across global marketplaces and platforms.


http://nowmeta.io/
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4.2 -  Education

NowMeta University will focus on empowering the preeminent latest cutting edge featuring the progressive minds that transverse in the 

Metaverse: 

4.2.1 - Digital Skills

-	Basic Blockchain Skills (How to mint an NFT)


-	CAD Design for wearables



-	Design & Editing Application Software to advance NowMeta NFT productions


-	Art classes for NFT developers

4.2.2 - NowMeta Academy K - 12

NowMeta Academy K-12 is focused on providing Web3.0 and blockchain-related education to the youth to develop the next 

generation of innovators in the emerging virtual economy.


4.3 - Entertainment

NowMeta will be heavily focused on providing high-quality and immersive experiences for users in the Metaverse. We will give end-users 

the ability to easily navigate, explore and gain buying power in the metaverse alongside unique earning opportunities.





Imagine a world where you can play games while simultaneously contributing to society and earning an income. This is NowMeta.


4.3.1 - Wearables

Made by Metawide runway. Only available at NowMeta Marketplace


Providing exclusive access to wearables for the metaverse. The NowMeta NFT laboratory will create a virtual space for creators 

and developers, connecting them with the NowMeta Marketplace to showcase their creations metawide.



4.3.2 - NFTs

Made by NowMeta Gallery. The NowMeta NFT Laboratory will create a virtual space for creators and developers, connecting 

them with the NowMeta Marketplace to showcase their creations metawide.





NFT’s traceability opens the doors to better customer segmentation and more tailored customer engagement. To understand 

customer habits and loyalty levels can now be used new variables, such as types of NFTs owned by the wallet, quantity, duration


4.3.3 - Coming to NowMeta V2

-	NowMeta Gaming ( Esports ) ( Betting on live games )


-	NowMeta Games (Developing NFT games for the blockchain)


-	NowMeta Social (Get paid for your posts and intellectual property)




-	NowMeta Radio (Podcast) 


-	NowMeta TV (Concerts) (Live Streams)

http://nowmeta.io/
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4.4 - Corporate Responsibility

Here at NowMeta, we have a corporate responsibility to the community by providing access to education, free school meals, and clean 

drinking water. We are very aware of how fortunate we have been yet we don’t see how it can be celebrated when so many others don’t 

have these basic tools to survive, NowMeta is here to help us THRIVE. 





Key Donations that will be made by NowMeta to advance the collective in the following sectors:


● Child Health Care


● Education

● Environmental issues


● Global warming

● Deforestation


● Ocean pollution

● Reducing our Carbon Footprint


● Wildlife conservation

5 Tokenomics

NowMeta is very unique in terms of distribution of all other tokens with an extremely intelligent & innovative holding & distribution 

process. Where holding coins not only secures your future but secures any future endeavors such as first claims at future projects that 

will advance the Metaverse first- further holding out the rich & advancing NowMeta holders to become pioneers

5.1 - Revenue Allocations

✓ NowMeta’s tokenomics provides  making the world a healthier and safer place while


    building the Metaverse at the same time. Please note that charity is not only connected to Corporate Responsibilities. Charity


    will also include creators, businesses, giveaways, and airdrops.


5% of each transaction to charities,

✓ There is no auto-burn feature, but we will ensure to  of each transaction.buy back and burn roughly 5%

http://nowmeta.io/
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✓ In place is an anti-rug pull-proof tokenomics that only allows a holder to pull 1% of the current supply at a time. All donations


    will be listed in the blockchain to ensure full transparency.


✓ 4% of transactions NowMeta Future Vault will get stored in the  to provide loans and grants to advance the bright minds of the


    NowMeta community in the metaverse.

✓  will go towards  4% of transaction fees marketing and development.

-	NowMeta has entered the Universe


-	NowMeta Website GOES LIVE


-	White Paper Release & Publications


-	Audit: system analysis; structure comprehension; solidifying the purpose of the project


-	Presale rollout live on Unicrypt.network


-	70% LP Secured, Unicrypt.network for 9 months


-	40% BNB Presale funds will be allocated for marketing & exchange listings, etc.


-	NowMeta LIVE on PancakeSwap


-	Base Marketing Push (Twitter, Discord, Telegram, and Marketing push)


-	Partnership with influencers (i.e. Youtube, Twitter & Telegram, Discord)


-	Community-focused contests, and exclusive giveaways


-	Building NowMeta NFT Laboratory


6.1 - Stage 1

6 Roadmap

http://nowmeta.io/
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-	Expanded Partnerships


-	Multichain (e.g. Uniswap listing)


-	Acquiring Youth Education Station


-	NowMeta Merch


-	Strategic marketing campaign

6.3 - Stage 3

-	Coin Market Cap initiative: adjustments for listing including marketing & promotion


-	Virtual Real Estate Acquisition


-	Acquiring Entrepreneurship Development Station


-	Website upgrade NowMeta 2.0


-	User Perks and Rewards


-	Complete Social Media Upgrade and Restructure


-	Now Meta Coin-Gecko and CMC listing


-	Bi-weekly donations evaluation


-	Burn Token initiative meeting


-	Smart contract Audit, Revision, and adjustment


-	Developers Headquarters acquisition

6.2 - Stage 2

-	NowMeta Wallet


-	NowMeta development center


-	NowMeta reward game


-	Larger Exchange Listings


-	Complete app development and launch on IOS/Android


-	Further, develop creative means to give back to communities and charities


-	Establish further partnerships


-	NFT Drops Begin


-	Incorporation of Legal entity


-	Onboarding consultancies and strategic partners with wide networks


-	More NowMeta NFTs

6.4 - Stage 4

http://nowmeta.io/
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Disclaimers Legals About The White Paper The white paper gives you the necessary information about the project and purposes. You act 

at your own risk and should not rely on this white paper for legal, financial, or any other purposes of any kind. We don’t give financial 

advice nor are we licensed to do so. The team behind the project are not responsible for any losses you may suffer, nor are the team in 

any legal or financial way responsible for your behavior, actions, decisions, or choices made or not made. If you should choose to act, 

you should talk to an attorney who’s specialized in this distribution in case you need or want help regarding investing. 





Disclaimer: The material and information contained on our website and/or any website which are linked to our site, social media, in this 

white paper or in any other online or offline presence by the team or project as a whole is for general information purposes only. The 

user assumes all responsibility and risk for use of our website and/or any website which is linked to our site, social media, this white 

paper or any other online or offline presence by the team or project as a whole. We accept no liability or responsibility to any person as 

a consequence of any reliance upon the information contained on our website, social media, in this white paper or in any other online or 

offline presence by the team or project as a whole. Under no circumstances, including negligence, shall anyone involved in creating or 

maintaining this project be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages, or loss profits that result from the 

information our website and/or any website which are linked to our site, social media, in this white paper or in any other online or offline 

presence by the team or project as a whole. Nor shall they be liable for any false, inaccurate, inappropriate or incomplete information 

presented on our website and/or any website which are linked to our site, social media, in this white paper or in any other online or 

offline presence by the team or project as a whole. Tax Obligations The team behind the project don’t have any sort of compliance 

regarding tax with any country around the world. Therefore, you must ALWAYS read up on your local tax laws and make sure you 

understand them and comply with your local laws. Changes Regarding the Content Keep in mind that this is the first version of the white 

paper. There may occur additions or removals to the content in this document. This will not happen without the community getting a 

notice and why it will happen Geographics and Age Be aware that different countries may have different age-restrictions, restrictions in 

general and laws regarding cryptocurrencies. Therefore make sure to check in with your local jurisdiction, to make sure everything is 

legal according to your local jurisdiction.
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Deo Systems8

NOW META DAO: The NOW META $NMETA coin is built to supply 100 Owls (daos), allocating 1% (1,000,000,000 000,000,000,000) $NMETA of 

thenowmeta total supply to each DAO. Every DAO is connected to the Center Node and the Center Node is the nest (bank). The nest


distributes 1% to each DAO by smart contracts. All Owls are in charge of running their cities within their own ecosystem.



The Bank:


Helps Create:


Marketing Promote and develop each DAO in the NOW-META-verse.



NOW-META is a metaverse of 100 DAOs. Each NowMetaVerse will burn up to 500,000,000,000,000,000,000 $NMETA tokens per Dao. After this


the Now Meta Nest is full.



Each Dao will start with a 10 smart contract limit. Smart contracts will vary accordingly by each Dao. Each Dao will list smart contracts in


their independent whitepapers.
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